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ABSTRACT: A chassis consists of an internal vehicle frame that supports a manmade object in its construction and use. An 

example of a chassis is the under part of a motor vehicle, consisting of the frame on which the body is mounted. If the running 

gear such as wheels and transmission, and sometimes even the driver's seat, are included, then the assembly is described as 

a rolling chassis. Car chassis is a major component in a vehicle. In car chassis different type of failures are occur due to static 

loading condition. In this present work static load characteristics are analyzed using FE models from this work. It is found that 
identifying location of high stress area, displacement and strain. Modal updating of car chassis model will be done by adjusting 

the selective properties such as different materials. Thus modeling of a car chassis is done in solid works 2016 software and 

analysis is carried out in solid works simulation tool. 

 

Introduction: 

                            Basically chassis is taken into consideration as a framework to support the body, engine and different 

components which make up the car. Chassis lends the whole vehicle help and pressure. Chassis generally consists of a couple of 

longitudinally extending channels and a couple of transverse move contributors that intersect the channels. The transverse 

contributors have a discounted cross phase which will allow for a longitudinally extending garage space. the chassis has to 

include the various additives required for the race car in addition to being primarily based around a driving force’s cockpit. The 

safety of the chassis is a chief factor in the design, and has to be considered via all stages. Usually, the fundamental chassis sorts 
consist of spine, ladder, space frame and monologue. Specific styles of chassis layout result the specific overall performance. 

Terminology the recommend of car chassis is to maintain the shape of the car and to aid the diverse loads applied to it. 

The structure normally accounts for a large share of the improvement and production fee in new vehicle programmed and many 

specific structural standards are available to the designer. it's miles essential that the first-rate one is chosen to make certain suited 

structural overall performance inside different layout constraints which includes fee, quantity and approach of production, product 

software and lots of more. tests of the performance of a automobile shape are associated with its strength and stiffness. a design 

goal is to reap sufficient degrees of those with as little mass as feasible. 

Energy the energy requirement implies that no a part of the shape will lose its feature when its miles subjected to avenue 

masses. Loss of function can be resulting from instantaneous overloads due to excessive load instances, or through fabric fatigue. 

Instant failure may be resulting from both overstressing of components past the elastic restriction, or by means of buckling of 

items in compression or shear pressure, or with the aid of failure of the joints. the life to initiation of fatigue cracks is enormously 

dependent on design element, and may simplest be assessed when a detailed information of the issue is available. For that reason 
evaluation of fatigue energy is commonly deferred until after the conceptual layout level. The electricity may be instead described 

as the most force which the shape can resist. Exceptional load instances exclusive local component masses, but the structure have 

to have sufficient power for all load cases Stiffness the stiffness of the structure relates the deflection produced while load is 

applied. it applies best to structures within the elastic variety and is the slope of the weight versus deflection graph. the stiffness of 

a automobile shape has crucial impact on its managing and vibrational behavior. it is crucial to make sure that deflection because 

of severe hundreds is not so big to impair the characteristic of the vehicle, for an instance in order that the doorways will not 

close, or suspension geometry is altered. Low stiffness are lead to unacceptable vibrations, along with ‘scuttle shake’. 

Once more exclusive load instances require different stiffness definitions, and some of those are often used as 

‘benchmarks’ of automobile structural performance. The two maximum usually used on this way are (Jason, 2002): a) bending 

stiffness kb, which relates the symmetrical vertical deflection of a factor near the center of the wheelbase to multiples of the total 

static hundreds on the car. a simplified model of this to relate the deflection to a single, symmetrically implemented load close to 
the center of the wheelbase. of the shape to anb) torsion stiffness kt, relates the torsion deflection  implemented natural torque 

t approximately the longitudinal axis of the vehicle. The car is subjected to the ‘natural torsion load case’. Twist perspective is 

measured between the the front and rear suspension mountings. Twist are intermediate factors along the wheelbase is on occasion 

additionally measured so as to spotlight regions of the structure desiring stiffening. The two cases apply absolutely one-of-a-kind 

local loads to man or woman additives inside the car. It is usually discovered that the torsion case is the maximum tough to design 

for, in order that the torsion stiffness is regularly used as a benchmark to signify the effectiveness of the automobile shape. 

Vibration behavior the worldwide vibration traits of a vehicle are associated with both its stiffness and mass distribution. 

The frequencies of the worldwide bending and tensional vibration modes are normally used as benchmarks for automobile 

structural performance. Those aren't discussed in this book. However, bending and torsion stiffness kb and kt have an effect on 

the vibration behavior of the structure, especially its first herbal frequency. 

 

Type of Chassis:  
 Suspension is thought to be one of the critical structures of a car. It's typically made of a steel casing, which holds the 

body and engine of a car vehicle. To be exact, auto case or car skeleton is a skeletal casing which jolts different mechanical parts 

like motor, tires, brakes, guiding and pivot gatherings. Body typically made of light a metal or composite plastic which gives 
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quality expected to supporting vehicle segments and load into it. Here I recorded a few unique sorts of car suspension which 

incorporate stepping stool undercarriage, spine skeleton, monolog body and tubular space outline body  

 

 Step undercarriage is thought to be one of the most seasoned types of car skeleton or vehicle frame that is still been 

utilized by a large portion of the SUVs till today. It is additionally looks like a state of a step which having two longitudinal rails 

entomb connected by a few sidelong and cross supports. The sidelong and cross individuals give unbending nature to the 
structure.  

 

                  The option kind of undercarriage is spine body which has a rectangular tube like spine and simple in structure. It 

normally made up of glass fiber this is utilized for joining the front and back pivot together and responsible for most extreme of 

the mechanical vitality of the system. The space inside the shape is utilized for situating the compel shaft on the off chance that a 

back wheel drive. Besides the drive teach, motor and suspensions are all identified with each of the finishes of the frame. This sort 

of skeleton is sufficiently solid to give bolster littler games car other than it is easy to make and cost successful  

 

              With respect to monolog skeleton, most front line autos nowadays utilize this kind of body. a monolog case is an 

unmarried bit of system that offers shape to the auto. a one-piece body is developed by method for welding various segments on 

the whole. it's far stand-out from the step and determination body dislike them joined with the body in an unmarried piece, 

wherein as the previous least difficult guide the strain individuals. The traumatic of a monolog skeleton particularly increased on 
record that it's miles charge powerful and appropriate for robotized generation.  

 

 
    The alternative type of chassis is backbone chassis which has a rectangular tube like spine and easy in structure. It commonly 

made up of glass fiber this is used for joining the front and rear axle together and answerable for maximum of the mechanical 

energy of the framework. The space inside the shape is used for positioning the force shaft in case a rear-wheel drive. 

Furthermore, the force educate, engine and suspensions are all related to each of the ends of the chassis. This kind of chassis is 

strong enough to provide support smaller sports automobile besides it is simple to make and price effective 

Analysis of car chassis: 

Material properties: 

material Density (kg/m
3
) Young’s modulus (Pa) Poison’s ratio 

Aluminum alloy 6063-T6 2800 2.6e010 0.32 

ASTM A710 Steel 7850 8.e010 0.29 

E-Glass 2600 85000 0.23 

 

Model 
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Mesh 

 

 
Fixed support 

 
Load: force= 5000N 
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Material: aluminum alloy 6063-T6 

Maximum stress 

 
Total deformation 
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Maximum strain 

 
Maximum shear stress 
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For material: ASTM A710 Steel 

Maximum stress 

 
Total deformation 
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Maximum strain 

 
Maximum shear stress 
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For material: e-glass epoxy 

Maximum stress 

 
Total deformation 
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Maximum strain 

 
Maximum shear stress 
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Results 

Material Max stress Total deformation Max strain Max shear stress 

Aluminum alloy 

6063-T6 

1.52722e7 0.0030402 0.00098792 8.9413e6 

ASTM A710 Steel 1.6244e7 0.00098861 0.000334 9.2621e6 

E-Glass 1.7099e7 928.6 334.72 9.781e6 

 

 

Conclusion: 

 Modeling and analysis of car chassis is done in solid works 

 Car chassis design is done in solid works using various commands 

 And analysis is carried out in ansys work bench by converting it into igs file. 

 Static structural analysis is done. 

 Three different materials such as alloy aluminum alloy 6063- T6, ASTM A710 Steel and E-Glass are applied for the 

chassis 

 Stress, strain, displacement and maximum shear stress of each individual material is studied and tabulated 

 From the results aluminum alloy 6063-T6 is showing less stress and displacement when compared to remaining 

materials. 

 Thus this material is preferable for the future scope. 
 

 


